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A. Apple lays off 600 
workers after moving away 
from self-driving car plans 

B. US v. Apple:  
The US Department of Justice has filed a case against 
Apple for violating antitrust laws. More specifically, the 
case revolves around how Apple has used its locked-
down iPhone ecosystem to build a monopoly.


The DOJ alleges that Apple blocks “super” apps, 
suppresses mobile cloud streaming services, blocks 
cross-platform messaging apps, limits third-party digital 
wallets, and even limits how well third-party 
smartwatches work on its platforms. This is the third time 
that the DOJ has sued Apple for antitrust violations in the 
past 14 years, and if you’re wondering why it was filed in 
New Jersey, we might have an explanation for that.


During a press conference announcing the lawsuit, 
Deputy AG Lisa Monaco said Apple’s efforts “smothered 
an entire industry.” A response to the lawsuit from Apple 
spokesperson Fred Sainz says, “This lawsuit threatens 
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who we are and the principles that set Apple products 
apart in fiercely competitive markets.”


US sues Apple over iPhone monopoly, explained


The DOJ’s complaint “...made an even stronger case than 
I thought that they could,” said Vanderbilt Law School 
professor Rebecca Haw Allensworth. She continued on, 
saying, “They told a very coherent story about how Apple 
is making its product, the iPhone and the products on it – 
the apps — less useful for consumers in the name of 
maintaining their dominance.”


This case is likely to have a widespread impact, and given 
how long the DOJ’s case against Microsoft in the ’90s 
lasted, it could be a while before we see a resolution.


	 C. Apple’s antitrust case is 
getting a new judge 
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 Judge Michael E. Farbiarz has recused himself from 
the case.


The Department of Justice’s massive antitrust case 
against Apple will unfold before a new judge. A 
court filing on Wednesday reveals that Judge 
Michael E. Farbiarz has determined his “recusal is 
necessary” under the code of conduct for US 
Judges.


The filing says Farbiarz’s “disqualification is 
mandatory and cannot be remitted by the parties.” 
Judge Julien Xavier Neals, whom President Joe 
Biden nominated to the US District in 2021, will 
preside over the case instead. 
It’s not clear why Judge Farbiarz was disqualified 
from the case, but there are a couple of 
possibilities. The specific rule mentioned by the 
filing — Canon 3(C)(1)(d) — says a judge must 
disqualify themselves from a proceeding when 
the “judge’s impartiality might reasonably be 
questioned.” That could mean Farbiarz, or 
someone he’s related to, is too closely tied to the 
case.
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But don’t worry — the trial will still take place 
from a US District Court in New Jersey.rt in New Jersey.


	 D. Will the Apple 
antitrust case affect 
your phone’s security? 
Apple says its walled garden protects users; 
the DOJ says it undermines security.  

Who’s right? 

Of all the allegations that the Department of 
Justice has laid at Apple’s door, the most 
contentious is perhaps its salvo over 
security and privacy. Apple has warned that 
if the DOJ gets its way, Apple products — 
especially the iPhone — will be less secure 
for users. Meanwhile, the DOJ claims that 
Apple’s much-touted privacy features are 
pretextual. 
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The complaint in the DOJ’s antitrust lawsuit 
against Apple says that the company “wraps 
itself in a cloak of privacy, security, and 
consumer preferences to justify its anti-
competitive behavior.” In the press 
conference announcing the lawsuit, 
Assistant Attorney General Jonathan Kanter 
said Apple’s choices have actually made its 
system “less private and less secure.” 

“Apple selectively compromises privacy and 
security interests when doing so is in 
Apple’s own financial interest,” the 
complaint reads, “such as degrading the 
security of text messages, offering 
governments and certain companies the 
chance to access more private and secure 
versions of app stores, or accepting billions 
of dollars a year for choosing Google as its 
default search engine when more private 
options are available.” 
It’s a particularly aggressive shot at a company 
whose branding strategy heavily emphasizes 
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privacy by design. In Epic v. Apple, the judge 
found that user privacy and device security were 
acceptable reasons behind some of the 
company’s extremely restrictive (and financially 
lucrative) App Store policies. 

In press briefings, spokespeople for Apple have 
taken umbrage with the DOJ’s assertion that the 
company’s privacy and security features are 
pretextual and have asserted that the antitrust 
suit will ultimately harm users. 

The DOJ’s attack on one of the core tenets of 
Apple’s brand identity relies on how broad the 
general concept of user privacy is, going far 
outside of the issue of App Store review to make 
its point. 

The complaint emphasizes that, unlike 
iMessages, iPhone users’ SMS communications 
with Android users — i.e., green bubble texts — 
lack encryption.  

“Apple forces other platforms to use SMS 
messaging. It doesn’t allow them to integrate 
with iMessage or another encrypted message 
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platform built-in,” Cliff Steinhauer, director of 
information security and engagement at the 
National Cybersecurity Alliance, told The Verge 
in a phone interview. Since SMS messages aren’t 
encrypted, they’re less secure by default. 

Apple has previously said its devices would 
begin supporting RCS, a more secure messaging 
protocol that will make communications with 
Android devices encrypted, later this year. 

But the DOJ is on shakier ground once the 
attention shifts away from green bubble texts 
and back to the App Store. At the DOJ press 
conference, a reporter noted that a member of 
Congress said that stripping Apple of the ability 
to vet the products uploaded onto the App Store 
could “open the door to apps made in China and 
Russia, and other adversaries, if you will.” 

Attorney General Merrick Garland said the 
lawsuit’s goal is to limit “exclusionary conduct” 
in the App Store, not to reduce Apple’s ability to 
vet apps. The lawsuit specifically asks the court 
to prevent Apple “from using its control of app 
distribution to undermine cross-platform 
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technologies such as super apps and cloud 
streaming apps.” 

But super apps like WeChat effectively function 
as app stores of their own. For the DOJ, this has 
less to do with privacy than it does competition. 
It’s not like that’s coming out of nowhere — the 
lawsuit notes a board of directors presentation 
in which Apple described super apps like 
WeChat as a “major headwind” to boosting 
iPhone sales abroad. 

However, some security experts note that 
Apple’s App Store is indeed safer than those on 
Android phones. 

“Our data from millions of device scans on iOS 
and Android devices around the world suggests 
that open app stores lead to more malicious 
activity than closed ecosystems,” said Danny 
Rogers, the CEO of the cybersecurity company 
iVerify, whose app detects malware on phones 
and computers. “So while opening up app stores 
to third parties might be good for competition, it 
will likely increase malicious activity as well.” 
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That malicious activity ranges from operating 
system-level compromise to the presence of 
spyware like Pegasus, Rogers told The Verge. 
“We see almost 100x more frequency of security 
issues pop up on Android compared to iOS,” 
Rogers said, even though the app has conducted 
more iOS scans than Android scans. 

Daniel Kahn Gillmor, the senior staff technologist 
at the American Civil Liberties Union’s speech, 
privacy, and technology project, said the higher 
rate of malware on Android devices may be 
related to the phones having a “much longer 
shelf life” than iPhones. “You’re going to find 
more vulnerabilities on these old, outdated 
Android devices simply because those old, 
outdated Android devices are out there and 
they’re on sale,” Gillmor said. “Apple has done a 
good job of keeping their update process regular 
— and also at decommissioning old iPhones. 
They’ll tell you, ‘This thing is not good anymore, 
you have to get a new one. We cannot support 
it.’” 

Gillmor agrees that an app store “with much 
looser controls” could lead to “more invasive, 
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infectious garbage being pushed onto people’s 
phones,” he said. “But that risk is worth it, 
because it means that we also allow software 
that Apple might disapprove of, for whatever 
their political reasons are.” 

Gillmor noted that Apple banned the game 
Phone Story, which satirized the company’s 
manufacturing process, from the App Store in 
2011. An app that tracks US drone strikes was 
rejected from the app store a dozen times 
before Apple allowed it to go through. 

“It’s unquestionable that Apple exercises tight 
control over its ecosystem than is necessary to 
have a healthy software ecosystem” on its 
phones, Gillmor said. “Even Apple’s computers 
let you install software from anybody that you 
want.” 

For now, it’s simply too soon to say how iPhone 
users’ privacy will be affected — we don’t even 
yet know what the Justice Department wants as 
a remedy if it wins, let alone what it will actually 
get. (And all of that, of course, is contingent on it 
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winning in the first place.) “There are so many 
different pieces of this,” Steinhauer said. “I don’t 
see how they could possibly win all or lose all.”


E. United States v. 
Apple is pure nerd 
rage 
 
 
 
A lawsuit is, functionally speaking, a communication 
between lawyers and a judge. Because it is a 
specialized missive to a specialized audience, it can 
become highly technical and jargonistic — this is 
especially so when it comes to niche areas of law like 
antitrust or complex sectors of litigation like 
technology. Tech lawsuits are often obscure even to 
techies, interspersed with bizarre software 
terminology that is pretty much meaningless outside 
of a court of law.  
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(For example, antitrust law loves “middleware,” and 
copyright law loves “technological protection 

measure.”).    Read Article  
 

F.  How an artificial 
tooth monopoly put 
the DOJ’s 
blockbuster Apple 
antitrust suit in New 
Jersey 

So, what do artificial teeth have to do 
with the Department of Justice’s 
massive lawsuit against Apple? Well, 
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they may be one of the reasons why the 
DOJ decided to file its lawsuit in the 
state of New Jersey — instead of, say, 
Virginia or Washington, DC, like it did for 
Google and Microsoft. 
The DOJ previously filed — and won — a 
similar antitrust case against a company 
that makes fake teeth in the Third 
Circuit, which includes New Jersey.   
Read Article  

G. How Apple’s 
war on super apps 
became the center 
of its antitrust fight 
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Apple is facing a monumental antitrust lawsuit 
from the Department of Justice, and a large 
part of the agency’s argument centers around 
Apple’s alleged attempts to suppress cloud 
gaming services and so-called “super” apps. 
Namely, the DOJ claims Apple stifled the 
development of both types of services to 
maintain its monopoly on the mobile market. 
As cloud streaming services started becoming 
more popular in 2020, Apple introduced new 
rules that seemed designed to give services 
like Xbox Cloud Gaming, Facebook Gaming, 
and GeForce Now a place on the App Store. 
But in reality, it did the opposite. The rules 
severely limited the presence of cloud gaming 
services on the App Store, as Apple required 
developers to submit their games to the App 
Store for approval individually — rather than 
having them exist in a singular hub of games. 
Read Article  
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 H.  Five takeaways from the 
huge US antitrust lawsuit against 
Apple 

The US Department of Justice is suing Apple for “monopolizing 
smartphone markets” to help guarantee the iPhone’s continued 
success — to the detriment of consumers and third-party 
developers. The suit was filed on March 21st and will take a long 
time to play out. It touches on everything from iMessage lock-in 
and App Store developer fees to “super apps” and cloud gaming. 
If the government is successful, we could witness a sea change 
moment for the iPhone and Apple’s ecosystem at large. 
Apple, as expected, is deeply critical of the DOJ’s antitrust filing. 
“This lawsuit threatens who we are and the principles that set 
Apple products apart in fiercely competitive markets,” said Apple 
spokesperson Fred Sainz. The company also said the legal battle 
sets “a dangerous precedent, empowering government to take a 

heavy hand in designing people’s technology.”     Read Article  

 

I. UNITED STATES SUES APPLE 
The US Department of Justice accused Apple of 
operating an illegal monopoly in the smartphone market 
in an expansive new antitrust lawsuit that seeks to upend 
many of the ways Apple locks down iPhones. 
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The DOJ, along with 16 state and district attorneys 
general, accuses Apple of driving up prices for 
consumers and developers at the expense of making 
users more reliant on its phones. The parties allege that 
Apple “selectively” imposes contractual restrictions on 
developers and withholds critical ways of accessing the 
phone as a way to prevent competition from arising, 
according to the release.    Read Article 

J.  More 
Information 
Here 

II. APPLE HARDWARE 
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A. The BEST 
Accessories for 
YOUR New 
MacBook 
Supercharge your Mac with these 14 must-have 
accessories! I've been through hundreds of Mac 
accessories over the years and here are the 14 
essential Mac accessories for your new or 
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existing MacBook that'll improve your MacBook 
experience, workflow, and efficiency. 

B.  SAVE Your Mac 
And Your MONEY! 
External SSDs For 
Mac Explained 
Going over why you should use 
Portable SSDs for your MacBook or 
Desktop Mac. 
ALL THE GEAR IS IN THIS VIDEO IS LISTED 
BELOW 👇  

If you're buying a new Mac, whether that's a Mac Studio, Mac Mini, 
MacBook Pro or MacBook Air — they all have one thing in common, 
soldered internal storage. In this video, we're going to go over 
external SSDs for Mac and why using a Solid State drive can save or 
extend the life of your machine, all while saving you some money. 

EXTERNAL SSDs & ENCLOSURES IN THIS VIDEO: 
Samsung T7: https://amzn.to/3M0zpk8 
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Acasis Thunderbolt Enclosure: https://amzn.to/3PWj4hN 
ZikeDrive USB4 SSD Enclosure: https://shrsl.com/49hyk 
HyperDrive Next USB4 SSD Enclosure: https://bit.ly/hyper-next-drive 
Samsung 980 Pro NVMe SSD: https://amzn.to/3LXgozd 
Western Digital Black SN770 NVMe: https://amzn.to/3Qh21bz 

CLEANMYMAC X: https://macpaw.audw.net/c/3460079/263... 

Download My Latest Wallpaper Pack HERE: https://
iokyle.gumroad.com/l/arc 

MY APPLE/SETUP GEAR: 
LG 27UQ850-W Ultrafine 4K Monitor | https://amzn.to/3o1Beoh 
Logitech MX Master 3S Mouse | https://amzn.to/3mkvEfS 
Logitech MX Keys Mini | https://amzn.to/3PrfUQE 
Flexispot Standing Desk | https://bit.ly/3xUYJ40 
BenQ ScreenBar Monitor Light | https://amzn.to/3w7DQBH 
Gove RGBIC Strip Lights | https://amzn.to/3CvITx3 
Mandalorian Lego Figures | https://amzn.to/3Et0oyB 
Nomad Base One Max | https://www.dpbolvw.net/click-1004155... 
Autonomous ErgoChair Pro | https://www.autonomous.ai/office-chai... 
Monoprice Cable Tray | https://amzn.to/3A5nb3t 
Orbitkey Desk Mat & Keyholder | https://bit.ly/41jSoMg 
Fluance Ai41 Speakers | https://amzn.to/3oi6wah 
Kanto S4 Speaker Stands | https://amzn.to/3A6cWvw 
Vivo Monitor Arm | https://amzn.to/3CtYkWE 
CalDigit TS4 USB Hub | https://amzn.to/3Fc80Ji 
Grid Studio iPhone Classic Kit | http://shrsl.com/3nsgi 

MUSIC I USE IN MY VIDEOS IS ALL FROM EPIDEMIC SOUND 
Get a free month with the link below: 
https://www.epidemicsound.com/referra... 

LINKS TO PRODUCTS MAY CONTAIN AFFILIATE LINKS 
By using the affiliate links, I earn a small fee from any purchase you 
make. It won't cost you anything to use them. By clicking them it 
helps support me, and create more content for you. Thank you for the 
support! 
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_______________________________ 
00:00 | Intro 
01:02 | The Problem With Mac Storage 
02:13 | External SSDs To The Rescue 
02:48 | Budget-Friendly Portable SSDs 
05:06 | Premium External SSDs (USB4/TB3) 
09:02 | Formatting SSDs On Mac 
10:28 | Performance 
11:40 | Drive Health 
12:01 | Wrapping Up 

C.  Do NOT Buy These Common 
MacBook Accessories! (Hard Shell 
Case, Webcam Cover, Keyboard 
Cover) 
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D. Solve Home Wi-Fi 
Issues with this cool trick! 
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   2-Pack of DECA Adapters w/ Power 
Converts Ethernet to coax, and coax back to Ethernet 
Speeds up to 100Mbps 
Use existing coax cable to get high-speed where you need it 
Great for streaming 4K, especially on media servers 
DECA is compatible with MOCA adapters and does NOT require DIRECTV. 

E.  Travel Dock E 
The best bus-powered 6-port mini 
dock to connect, charge, display, 
and import on-the-go. About the 
size and weight of a hockey puck. 
Buy Now Only $59.99 from OWC! 
Unprecedented Mobile Connectivity In The Palm Of Your Hand 
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6 Ports: Maximize your mobile connectivity 
with two USB 3.2 Type-A ports, HDMI 2.0 port, 

SD card reader, Gigabit Ethernet port, and USB-
C power pass through 

Fast and Convenient: Connect a portable drive, keyboard, or mouse via one of the 
USB 3 ports1 

Stay Charged: Charge small mobile devices like wireless earbuds, smartwatches, 
and most smartphones through one of the USB 3 ports2 

See the Bigger Picture: Connect to displays, TVs, and projectors with up to 4K 
resolution via the HDMI 2.0 port 
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Better Connection: Say goodbye to low quality, patchy Wi-Fi by connecting to the 
Gigabit Ethernet port 

Ingest Your Work: Copy photos and movies at speeds up to 312MB/s via the SD 
card reader 

Powerful Option: Bus powered, or use existing USB-C power adapter to provide 
up to 100W pass-through charging power to a notebook or other device3  

Take Anywhere: Lightweight, palm-sized aluminum housing with integrated USB-C 
cable 

Works with All: Adds ports to Macs, PCs, tablets, or phones with a built-in USB-C 
or Thunderbolt 3 port 

The Best Just Got Better   
When the gadget pros at Ars Technica called the OWC USB-C Travel Dock E the “Best 
Hub for iPad” and the “Best Travel Hub,” we thought our work was done. But we always 
strive to make the best even better. So, when tech users said they wanted an Ethernet 
port on their travel dock, their wish was our command. The same unrivaled high-speed 
data performance, pass-through power, and versatility now with the reliability of Gigabit 
Ethernet connectivity! Meet the 6-port OWC Travel Dock E. 

Mobile Life, Simplified  
The OWC USB-C Travel Dock E reduces the hassle of adapter and dongle heft, while 
expanding your connectivity options with six essential ports: USB 3 Type-A, HDMI 2.0, SD 
card reader, Gigabit Ethernet, and USB-C power pass through. Through its integrated 
USB-C connecting cable, the compact Travel Dock E lets you transform any location — 
be it a studio, classroom, boardroom, or coffee shop — into a mobile office. The OWC 
Travel Dock E gives you the ability to connect, charge, display, and import at will with 
USB-C or Thunderbolt 3-equipped computers, tablets, and phones. 

Nothing can squash productivity faster than slow, low-quality Wi-Fi. But the OWC Travel 
Dock E isn’t going to let you go down like that. Its Gigabit Ethernet port has an industry 
standard connector, so you can plug in anywhere for a speedy server connection, 
uninterrupted downloads and reliable file transfers. 
Portable And Powerful 
Unlike other mini docks that sacrifice usability to remain portable, OWC Travel Dock E 
packs a heavyweight punch akin to a desktop dock. This compact dock is about the size 
and weight of a hockey puck, and it can be used via bus power when you don't have 
access to an outlet. Or simply connect a USB-C power adapter to the Travel Dock E’s 
USB-C power delivery port to charge your device with up to 100W of power on the go. 
Do It All 

The OWC Travel Dock E isn’t just a one hit wonder. Through this compact dock’s single 
integrated USB-C cable, you can: 

Make a powerful presentation on a 4K HDMI display 
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Share, stream, and surf quickly and reliably fast with an Ethernet network 

Transfer files with storage devices in the blink of an eye 

Charge up small mobile devices for on-the-go use 

Ingest photos and movies directly from media cards with the SD card reader 

Enjoy the convenience of a full-sized keyboard or mouse with your notebook 

Disconnect In One Click 
Safely disconnect multiple drives in a single click. OWC Dock Ejector was designed by 
OWC hardware and software engineers to ensure all data is written before 
disconnection, saving time and protecting against data loss. It makes losing your hard-
earned work a thing of the past. 

Trusted by Pros & Enthusiasts the World Over  
At OWC, we build our hardware to meet the highest reliability and performance 
standards. Our technology is built to be 100% reliable. We rigorously quality test the 
OWC USB-C Travel Dock E, and we back it with a 2 Year OWC Limited Warranty and 
award-winning customer support 
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 III. APPLE SOFTWARE 

A. 14 UNIQUE Mac 
Apps You Can’t Live 
Without!    
Here's 14 free Mac apps you'll want to install! 
These apps and tools will help secure your Mac 
or MacBook, boost productivity, and get the 
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most out of your Mac without spending a dime!  

B. Apple Photos 
 
You don't have to shell out the big bucks for a capable 
photo-editing tool on Mac; the free, built-in Apple Photos 
apps does the job just fine. Access photos photos stored 
in iCloud and use Apple Photos to edit, add filters, and 
share. It's a PCMag Editors' Choice and one of our picks 
for best photo-editing software. 

C.  BBEdit 
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Looking for a simple, capable text editor for your Mac? For years, 
TextWrangler was the go-to app, but Bare Bones has since phased it 
out for the more powerful BBEdit. The general-purpose text-editing 
app excels at data-file editing and manipulation of text-oriented data. 
Bare Bones yanked BBEdit from the Mac App Store a few years ago, 
so it's currently available on its website for $49.99, but release notes 
for BBEdit 12.6 suggest it might soon return to Apple's store, 9to5Mac 
reports. 

D.  Pages/
Numbers/Keynote 
 
Apple’s productivity suite has been a benefit to new Mac buyers for years, 
but now everyone can get them. Previously available for $20 apiece, Apple 
quietly made them all free, and you won’t find a better set of tools without 
opening your wallet. With professional features, powerful collaboration, 
and tremendous cross-platform versatility, Apple’s office suite 
of Pages, Numbers, and Keynote can stand shoulder-to-shoulder with apps 
sporting much higher price tags. Things like Touch ID protection and real-
time tracking belie its free status, and of course, there are iOS companion 
apps that are also free so you can work wherever you are. And don’t worry 
if you have a mountain of Word, Excel, or PowerPoint files—it’ll work with 
those, too. 
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E.  Simple Recorder 

Sometimes, you just need a quick way to record audio on 
your Mac, and QuickTime doesn’t exactly live up to its name. 
That’s where Simple Recorder comes in. Once you install it, a 
record button is never more than a click away, sitting in your 
menu bar until called upon. The free version is pretty light on 
the features, but you can change the sample rate, switch 
between mono and stereo, adjust the volume, and save your 
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recording right from the menu bar. An in-app purchase will 
unlock a few extra features like mp3 recording and keyboard 
shortcuts, but the free version will be more than capable for 
most users. 

F.  Duplicate File Finder 
If you’ve been using your Mac for a while, there’s a good chance you have 

accumulated duplicate files along the way. And some of them could be eating up 
precious space on your drive. You could run a full disk cleaner to find and root 
them out, but if you want to quickly find double files and get on with your day, 
make space for Duplicate File Finder in your Applications folder. Simply drag a 
folder onto its window and within seconds you’ll have a full report of the 
duplicates on your machine, letting you see what they are and where they’re 
hiding, and letting you delete them in a snap. Unless you opt for the $5 pro 
version, you’ll have to deal with the occasional ad, but it’s an indispensable tool 
nonetheless. 
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G.  Shazam 
We all know how great the Shazam app is on our phones, but it might be 

even better on the Mac. It does the same thing—identify songs that it hears 
and direct you to where you can buy them—but on the Mac it’s always 
listening for music. And as soon as the Shazam app hears a song, it’ll 
identify it for you, whether it’s played on your Mac or somewhere else in the 
room. And now that Apple owns Shazam, It’s kind of like a peek at what is 
almost certain to be a future macOS feature that you can play with right 
now. 

H.  IINA 
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While VLC will always have a place on our Mac, newer-comer IINA is making a 
strong case for supremacy. Its sleek, minimal design makes it feel like a fresh and 
modern video player, while features like dark mode and picture-in-picture put VLC 
to shame. But IINA’s best feature is its uncanny ability to play basically any file 
type you throw at it, from years-old local files to YouTube playlists. Plus, it’s 
written in Swift and open-source, so you can bet the features—including native 
M1 Mac support—will keep on coming. 

IV.  DEALS 
A.  Best Apple 

Deals of the Week: 
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Get $60 Off Apple 
Watch SE, Plus … 

B. Today's best Apple 
deals from Amazon to 
Walmart 

C.  Thursday’s best 
deals have 12.9-inch 
iPad Pro from $1,029, 
Apple Watch Series 9 
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at $265 off, Anker 
gear, more 

V. IOS KORNER 
   A. Apple Watch 
Series 10 To Boast 
Welcome Upgrade, 
Report Claims 
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B. iOS 17.5: New 
features, release date, 
and more details 

C.  iPhone AI 
Evolution: What the 
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Rumors Say About 
iOS 18 
Here are all the major rumors surrounding the next 
major version of Apple's software. 

VI. TIPS & TRICKS 

A. Where Is the Music 
Folder on a Mac? 
Looking for your "Music" folder on your 
Mac but can't find it? Here's how to locate 
the folder and add it to your Favorites 
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sidebar in Finder so you never lose it 
again. 

B. 50 Mac Tips in 
11 Minutes  
Your Mac is a goldmine of hidden 
features that can really make your life 
easier. So here are 50 actually useful 
macOS tips and tricks you’ve likely 
overlooked - concisely packed into 
11 minutes! 

C.   How To Set Up a 
New MacBook 
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(2024 Step-By-
Step Guide) 

D.  14 MacBook 
Productivity Tips I Wish I 
Knew YEARS Ago! 

E.  8 iPad Tips I wish I knew 
YEARS ago! 

F.    Apple CarPlay is 
AWESOME when you know 
how to use it! (FULL Tutorial) 

CarPlay has been around since 2014, 
so there’s a good chance that you’ve 
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either driven a car with it, or been in a 
car where someone else has been 
using it. But be honest, beyond using 
it as a GPS, do you actually know 
how to use Apple CarPlay? This 
stock iPhone function is actually 
really impressive, but you need to 
know how to get the most out of it, to 
get the most out of it.  

G.  Turn Off These iPhone 
SYSTEM SERVICES Now! 
[Ultimate Guide]—-David takes you 
through the ins and outs of iPhone 
System Services in iOS 17.3, diving into 
how each setting affects your iPhone's 
battery life and your personal privacy.  
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From the new Alerts & Shortcuts 
Automations to Apple Pay Merchant 
Identification, Cell Network Search, 
and more, we dissect each feature to 
help you make informed decisions.  

Discover which settings are worth 
keeping on and which ones might be 
draining your battery or compromising 
your privacy. Plus, get insights on the 
nuances of services like Emergency 
Calls & SOS, Find My iPhone, and the 
controversial Networking & Wireless.  

David shares practical tips and Pro 
Tips, like the significant impact of GPS 
on battery life, ensuring you get the 
most out of your iPhone. Don't miss 
out on essential advice for managing 
your device's settings effectively. Stay 
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informed and optimize your iPhone 
with Payette Forward! 

H. NOBODY TOLD ABOUT 
THIS! iPhone 15 tips and tricks 

I have prepared a video for you about 
the first things you need to do when 
you buy an iPhone! Subscribe to the 
channel for more! Your support is 
important to me. Don't forget to like 
the video and subscribe to the 
channel!  

VII. MISCELLANEOUS 
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A.  "newest tech 
gadgets" 

B.  CES 2024: 17 
Exciting Products 
That Are Intriguing 
Tech Experts 
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